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before them. I have to leave all those problems to scientists.
Nansen had ideas of his own on the subject; so had Castren
and Kay Dormer. Professor Koshkin, of the Institute of
the Northern Peoples in Leningrad, is evolving new theories
based on the latest and most thorough investigations of
the Russians.
The facts of practical importance are clear: Here are
150,000 men and women, left over from nations who
might have numbered millions in the past. They know how
to live in the North. They arc the natural human element
that can develop the resources of this new continent. On
these facts the Soviet Government bases its policy towards
them. Quite apart from the principle which the new state
has adopted after Lenin's rule—that each nation within
Russia should be the trustee of the territory in which it
lives and be regarded as its primary owner-—Russia expects
much of its Arctic population. They are the only race
that can stand the climate permanently. However enthusi-
astic and happy to sacrifice themselves the young Comsomols
may be, their health and temperament is not suited for life-
long work in the North. Only a few, a mere handful,
ever learn to hunt and trap like the natives. Seldom
can they drive a dog-team so efficiently. Almost never
are they able to wander across the tundra without compass,
map or even stars, as the original landlords of the North
have done. About 40 per cent of Russia's export in raw
materials in the first Five-Year Plan had been fur. It is
the natural product, most easily gained without machinery
or capital investment. Raising the cultural level of these
nations, who were dying out rapidly during the last
century, means enlarging the human basis for economic
production in the Arctic.
My Dolgan hosts that morning on the Khatanga river
were not yet drawn fully into the orbit of this civilizing
campaign. I asked the mother what she thought of the
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